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Myanmar and the “triple transformation”
 Since 2011, many transitions underway: autocracy to 
democracy, closed to open economy, war to peace

 Scale and pace of change has been exceptional
 opening of democratic space – media, civil society

 peace process underway

 democratic elections and new government

 Still a way to go, but trajectory moving upwards



The peace process: where at now?
 More than 60 years of internal armed conflict

 Govt and 15 Ethnic Armed Groups (EAGs) negotiated 
Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA) from 2013

 Locally-led process, no external framework or mediation

 Partial NCA Oct 2015, elections Nov 2015, political 
dialogue in Jan 2016

 No clear delineation between conflict / post-conflict

 Peace process said to be the highest priority of new govt
 but challenges, and unclear what form this will take



Australia’s aid program in Myanmar
 Australian aid program in Myanmar for decades

 From 1990s, focused on humanitarian assistance 
 Few donors, few partners
 Expansion following Cyclone Nargis in 2008

 In 2012, early mover to engage with government
 expansion of support in education sector
 also in livelihoods, humanitarian and (until recently) health

 New programs in peace and governance from 2013
 Peace-building outcomes v state-building outcomes



Lessons: 
using an iterative approach
 Flexible, politically-smart, locally-led by necessity 

 Early aim to help build confidence and sustain 
momentum for peace

Early approach – accept the messiness and make “small 
bets” on partners and programs 

 No framework for international interventions, no “best 
practice” model applied and adhered to by donors

 Few partners with relationships – facilitation role
 Some things worked, some failed to get traction



Lessons: 
building on context and partnerships
 Investment made to understand dynamic context – adapt 
programs to take opportunities and manage risks

 Integration of political-economy analysis into programming 

 Testing program logic assumptions (incl. with partners)

 Support partners to shift focus, activities as needed

 Not in the lead, so partnerships particularly important
 With other missions, implementing partners, all stakeholders 

to the process



Lessons:
promoting balance
 Context dictated need to balance support

 “Do no harm” and legitimacy of international support
 Politics and history – some donors focus on govt, others on 

EAGs

 Support for formal and informal processes
 Technical inputs important, but more tools required
 e.g. civil society forums and ceasefire monitoring – some 

crossover now with formal process
 Prepare women for political dialogue – capitalise now



Challenges and questions
 How to retain balance during uncertain transition?

How to support important institutions that might not survive 
transition of government in tact?

How to manage working with some EAGs over others?

Necessary to work flexibly in peace-building programs, 
but how about other areas of state-building? Linkages?

How to manage the resource implications of working in 
this way?  


